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I know that it is rather hazardous for an artist 

to talk to a gathering of philosophers and scholars 

who spend most of their time knowing all that there is 

to know, from inside and outside, through learning and 

insight and, besides, express themselves vith conciseness 

and precision. These are not virtues that most artists 

can lay claim to. But artists dare where others fear to 

tread; they are com with tnat Kind of chewk that is 

necessary to tell people again what they already know and 

point out anew what they already seeji. You see those 

beautiful flowers waving in the wind on your lawn day after 

day, but an artist will dare to paint them and show them to you 

afresh, pokialng your eyes with his fingers as it were to use a 

common Bengali expression. No wonder that a person like Gandhi 

went as far as to say that when there is a gorgeous sunset 

just outside one's window why had an artist to paint it and put 

it on the walls ? May be the artists around did not say 

anything to contradict him then, out of sheerx deference, but they 

doubtless muttered within their teeth, 'Oh come i old man, if you 

are that wise, and would not waste any effort, why are you 

trying to save a world that other great men like Buddha or 

Christ failed to, with all their efforts? Though, we can tell 

you why. You cannot but do so if you are a live and human person. 

So also an artist cannot but do what, he does if he is open-eyed 

and sensitive'. Though it may sound glib, the artist
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is taken up not so much with the fact, as with the 

act. Painting for him is a special way off seeing, 

shall we say, with the pith of his eyes. What he sees 

is half out there and half Indide; it is not just the 

sunset, it is also a glow ' ithin, which probably keeps 

under cover something bordering on glittering hope or 

n.uffled despair. So it is also a way of saying. Unless 

you have said it you have not truly seen it. This is where 

the art language begins, in this muttering, in this 

subliminal dialogue with oneself.

You all know that this is not peculiar to art alone.

Man is special because he is, as somebody said^a thinking 

animal and, for that sake, a speaking animal. Thinking 

and speaking need verbal units or words which objectify, 

or symbolise, special experiences, combining observation 

and interpretation. So even the deaf and dumb have words 

within them. Wdth the use of these words we communicate 

with each other and build a whole superstructure qcT of 

culture fehich in its turn assists us to overreach ourselves, 

even override the limitations of nature. We work within it 

but we also climb on the top of it and take a leap into the 

unknown to know and feel what is so far beyond our ken.

Some of these we are able to objectify, while some others 

we are unable to. But of these latter we try, nevertheless, 

to give some hints with the help of our sorely inadequate 

linguistic devices by taking recourse to all kinds of 

subterfuge.
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I shall not 'waste your time here by talking about 

the nature of verbal language, which makes a greet part 

of the Matrix of human culture. Many of you are surely 

taken up with it, and have put it into your mental 

scanner, and are probing its nature, content, reach, 

limitation and potentiality for transcendence. I do 

not have the inclination or the competence to do this 

and, besides, it 3s not what T set out to do today, 

if- I refer to it at all , or some of its aspects, it will 

only be by way of analogy. What I mean to talk about 

are certain aspects the art language, or what we may 

call the visual language since our reference will be 

largely confined to visual arts.

For most part people, both artists and others, 

have always thought of the language of art as a little 

separate from the art object or the art event, as the 

message or meaning it carries or conveys. This is the 

reason why we have had endless discussions, through 

the years, on the primacy of form or content. This 

message may be of many kinds with varying degrees of 

complexity. For Instance a painting of some flowers 

or a pofc of flowers carries a simple message probably 

as simple as a direct visual encounter with these 

, of which any verbal elaboration or commentary can 

only dilute the Impact. (This notion of art as soi 

1 seen1 is that makes^ many artists to fight shy of 

mediations). True even here there may be differences. 

Some of these, flowers or pots of flowers, may have m 

descriptive specificity (like in a Dutch still life)
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than some others (like in a C&zanne painting); some may be gay,

pretty and exhuberant (like those on shop signs or China)

while others may be stamped by e. sense of foreboding or

i y
melancholy (H k e  those famous sunflowers of Van Gogh).

And behind them there may be many cultural connotations; 

narcissus in European art or the lotuses and peonies in 

the art of the East and the F"r East may have cultural 

implications, even meanings, in exocss of their visual image. 

But even with all this their message is relatively simple. 

Compared to them the message of a painted or sculpted icon 

of Dhyani Buddha or Shu kit Tars or Kwan-Yin or Skxr Christ on 

the Cross or of a painted or relief narrative from the 

JatMakas, Ramayana or the New Testament is more complex;

L
it has its visual image or Stimuli, but also a story, certan

A-

cultural implications and a way of presentation or what, we 

call iconography. Most of our art discussions are full of 

these. And this dimensional variety ranging from a simple 

visual impression to a complex story with a definite 

cultural aura naturally leads to different value judgements, 

even to the extent of some works being considered of greater 

import and of higher pedigree than others, f̂ ost of you 

are familiar with this and the controversies it elicits from 

time to t ime,measuring one kind of art. against ano+her, the 

so-callad vulgar against the refined, secular against the 

religious, demotic against the heroic, qporal against 

the amoral, metropolitan against the provincial.
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I f  we recall the statement of Nandalal in silpa Katha, 

where he says that wnile he thought in his youth that great 

paintings can come out of only great and heroic themes he 

has come to see in his mature years that even common themes 

can be as rewarding and edifying if only we see in them the 

presence of the all-pervading Life r?hythm, we have proof of 

such a preoccupation even not h o  long ago.

But how did people come to distance the message

from the art object or image in this way? we can only

speculate, it ma y be because most art objects (or events)

served at one time extra-aesthetic purposes, as a. cnarm or

fe-tish or ^ carrier of a religious or moral message and

their W3S a greater emphasis on this function than on the

image , making the carrier, if only notionally. accessory to

what was carried} it was conceived, to borrow a phrase

used by a modern American critic in a different context,

as an 'art package'. T.JLs may also be due to the fact that,

at the t&e writing was invented in the different parts of 
F

the world, writing and drawing came to be considered 

sister skills (- as you can see from the fact that in many 

languages drawing is still referred to as ' writing tne 

appearance* of the object - ) and therefore considered to 

have similar cha xac teristi oe nri attrioutes. And since tfte 

message or meaning of a piece of writing looms reasonably 

•separate from it lilce an emanation ( , comparable to sane 

extent tne distinct imegeebr configuratio.is of the musical 

text and the music it generates,) in visual art too this is 

taken to apply. We can ci«e o trier reasons as well. But



if we pursue these points further herei it will taices us 

too far astray into questions

concerning the relationships of the carrier and the carried, 

in diverse functional contexts.

gut this is not what we set cut to do today. The art 

language or those aspects of the art language we shall be 

talking about will be w n a t  inheres in a visual object or 

event, and directly communicates with or elicits responses 

from the on-looker on the basis of its visual stimuli.

Though it goes without saying that these responses wixl 

depend a lot on the responsiveness of the on-looker or the 

appropriate cultural software he has acquired or is endowed 

with.

You may ask me what is there to talk about these visual

stimuli? They are there like this whole world is there before
fce

us and, if we have healthy eyes, we shculd/able to see them

-p
like we see the world, li.-ce we see for instance tiiat lampost 

in front of us. One would wish that things were as simple as 

that, probably they are, but they are being constantly 

monitored and controlled by what we may call cur predispositions 

or preconcepts. This is one of the paradoxes of human behaviour 

or culture; when we perceive something and respond to it and 

recognize its context we build with it something like a 

'behavioural packet* or preconcept. This is useful in further
r-

perception. fou can see how an ornithologist or oirdwatcher,
A

or a tracker or hunter is able to see certain things with 

astonishing speed and precision, while we, the inexperienced, 

grope around with o.!r eyes ineffectually. But these pee concept s
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can also work as deterrents of sorts. Let me explain tnis 

by recounting a personal incident, trival thought it is.
*
y

FVery evening when I sit to read mosqdtoes pester me. so 

I use one of those stink-balms or mosquito repellents. M0st 

of you know what brand is available nerej it has a white screw-on 

lid. some days back while applying the balm the lid fell to the 

floor. That was irritating. I got up to look for it but even 

after half an nour of trying I could not locate it. What has 

happened to my eyeSight I r/ I started wondering; as you Know 

for ageing artists like me this is a matter for great concern.

And when in exasperation I went bacK to my chair my toe touched 

som triing and there it was, the lid *. Only not white. It was

black. Taen I remembered thu t the original white lid had 

slipped off my hands into the drain a previous day and I had 

replaced it with tne black one from a used-up toothpaste tube.

And this lid was just in front of me all the timej but I was

7v/ ^

looking for the wnite Gas ad, 3c , escaped uy eye. If you

V
examine your acts of visual percepion closely you will notice

r-

a lot of this all the time. we ®ay see things but we do not

see everytnir^. a? preconcept directs, a- censors, our vision

or selects t configuration for us. Two of us may look at the

sgne object but we see some things in coranon and not tne otharc.

3£t me explain this with another a ’ecao^. PUrnima , the girl
A

€
next dor, ccmes to us in the morning to ask what time it is.

She has a big stye on her eye. B o t h  my wife ad I see

it and we are all solicivude. Wh/=n purnima ges away#
h-

my wife asks me, did you see those silver earrings



she was wearing? I hed not and I ask her, did you see that

she was carrying an English journil under her arm? My wife

had missed that. Between us we had not seen ail at ner though 

:q  still Knew she was Purnima fcith a stye on her eye. fou 

will all remember many instances of this kind, o£ yours and 

others, of missing tnings or mista*~ng things . sfiakuntala 

watches out for Dusnyanta and she misses Durvasa to her great 

misfortune; one of your professors pats somebody on the back 

and calls out 'Hello, Dr ?ay* , but when ne tut'ns round he 

finds to his consternati on that it i.a not Dr. «ay, but plain

Mr* Sen. Bui:; from the back he looked so much like Dr. Ray and

were similar clothes. T^is is not always because of bad

eyesight or ab sent-mindedness. It is just that when we see

WV
tnings dc not see everytiin *; we see a certain configuration

r
of signs whiciUa w^ interpret as one jc the oth-r in terms of

our pr ec one e pt 3 .

I am sorry I am burdening ycu with these trivial 

anecdotes, but these £.re wnat we cannot over loo k if’ we nave 

to understandjour perceptive process, and its vagaries. If 

you philosophers can bear up witn me , let me recount one 

or two more to explain the equality of ambivalence of our 

visual images. Many yeaB ago I went to take up residence 

in an old buildirg. It was colonial in architecture, had 

large doors, big windows, highceilir^ , wooden floors or in 

short was a dream-house for an artist of my sort. But my 

friends were sceptical. They said ±t* had not been used for 

residence for a long time and so should be crawling with rats 

arxi lizards. I moved in neverthe les3 j the university wMali gave
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me the house had it treated for pests. In a great hall with 

high windows every afternoon I sat to work. But what did I 

see ? Once every few minutes a dark shadow crossed the floor 

like a mouse was running across. I ran after it, but it was 

too clever, there ass no trace of it. This happened day after 

day, ev ry afternoon; and the mice could not be traced. It 

took me sometime to realise that the dark shadows were not 

mice crossing the floor but the shadows of sp/arrows in flight 

outside in the afternoon sun. Which brought home to me the 

nearness of an Image of a mouse in flight to the image of the 

shadow of a flying sparrow; which could be interpreted as or 

mistaken for one or the other. Similarly a fluttering cloth 

in a dim-lit night can look like a person or vice versa. A 

snake in certain circumstances can look like a rope and a rope 

like a snake. The white flowers on a 'gulancha' tree under 

cloud-bound sky can look like stars in the firmament. These 

are simple facts of visual illusion, one image shading into 

another, and these are the staple of the arts. Artists with 

keyed-up imagination have a larger assortment of these; 

Rabindranath saw wild anlma.l shapes In clumps of foliage; 

for Van Go^h the blue o-f* the heavens seemed holy and moving 

like the Blessed Virgin's mantle.

In the area of practical living certain illusions can 

be distracting, even dangerous. If you mistake every rope for 

a snake it will drive you to a mental asylum, if you mistake 

a snake for a rope, as many children are w»nt to do, even

9
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without being Krishna or Hercules, it may have perilous 

consequences. So we rub out these illusions as much as -we can.

But In the area of the imagination we do not, even cannot, 

rub out one out with the other. Between the snake and rope 

there are many intermediate images; snakey ropes, ropey snakes 

or other similar things. Just watch those snakey roots of the 

banyan tree, those ropey locks of a tantric holyman, or those 

serpentine braids sported by a pretty girl to look like a 

veritable 'Medusa*. You cannot rub these out, even if you 

want, with all ycur sense of realism and commonsense. A.nd 

why can you not do so ?

Because this is a necessary part of the machinery of 

knowledge and storage of in format ion. We go from the known 

to the unknown; on the basis of similarities we classify 

things, on the basis of dissimilarities we differentiate them, 

their ordered arrangement mark out for us certain lines of 

passage. But we start with such associations. If such 

associations and cross-project ions, even their random varieties, 

were taken out of thinking, the mind would be a very poor 

instrument. In any case, I hope this demonstrates to some 

extent where the roots of the art language lie, - the visual 

impressions, their variety in both image and interpretation, 

their ambivalences and transference of identity and 

emotional content.

All languages, be they, verbal or visual, have 

certain basic characteristics. They are all there to serve

the needs of human expression and communlcation. It is not
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always clear to us whether these two are different or one 

and the same thing. May be there are c ircumstances whett* 

they seem different, - like spontaneous physical peactions 

to basic urges, or feelings, like a sense of energy, 

youthfulness, gaiety or frustration on the one hand, and , 

the bland, colourless passage of information on the other.

But at the level of art they cannot be; and it is just 

because the inner urge or expression comes in a packet of 

communication that it has staying power, even a kind ©f 

perenniallty, for all its contextual limitations; though we 

cannot say they all kinds of art have this to the same 

extent. Also, it is by their confluence or coming together 

that art gets its emergent qualities or resource, exceeding 

the body and purpose of its constituents. But of this 

later. As I have already hinted in the beginning all 

expressions are in their basic nature communication, where 

a human being becomes 8^«re of himself. With their elabora

tion or gaining in complexity he comes face to face with 

himself and starts a dialogue of sorts and finds the means to 

entrap and embody (to the extent possible) the whole gamut 

of his impulses and emotions.

Now we may ask^where does he find the means ?

In his encounter with the world and its results or fall-out.

It is through this encounter that he accumulates his 

vocabulary; like words come out of our experiences of 

things and the concepts they generate, visual images too 

emerge from this encounter. The nature of the images 

depend partly on the nature of the w r ld  he encounters,
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his express ional need and his cultural predilict ions.

We have different visual languages in the different parts

of the world for this resson; even different dialects and 

sub-dialects within the same language.

Any language is alive and kicking if it has an 

open corridor at both its ends; a live corridor Into the 

urge or the impulse at one and and another into the 

experience of the world at the other. This builds a 

continuous causeway from the man to the world and back, 

electrifying the passage; each of his creative effort then 

activates his urge on the one hand and burnishes his vision 

on the other. You nay ask me, why have you to mention this 

specially? Is this not the natural outc me of the process? 

Not necessarily. An art language can when it grows in 

body and breadth, assume a separate identity and seem as if 

it is a world by itself and close up its corridors with 

the basic impulse and with the living world, and stew in 

its own professional juice. Even in established and fecund 

art traditions, at a time of over-refinement and decadence, 

this tends to happen and then, artists have to make special 

efforts to restore the old passage. In the history of art 

and literature you can come across this from time to time. 

Besides this, artists can also take a sectarian stance 

tying themselves up exclusively to t he personal urge or the 

environmental encounter. This leads to various kinds of 

preciosities as one sees on the present modern European
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art scene where art objects, works, or events are 

justified purely on the grounds of an artist's urge or his 

effort to analyse his visual experience, both leading,” 

often, to unrewarding, even frustrating, blind all©ys«

Is that all there is to say about the art language?

No. 'We have only talked so far about Its basic staple, 

there is another important factor i.e . its logic of 

structure, or what you may call formal homogeniety, or 

something near to it. This is in^grained in the pattern of 

our sensory receptivity or its differentiated wave-lengths

\
and so is applicable to all such structures as depend on It.;

i
To explain, we look at a group of things, and see them in 

a certain configuration (or call it gestalt) in terms of 

certain values we cherish (or view-point) ,  if this value 

(or view-Point) changes, the configuration also changes.

Many of you are familiar with the landscape paintings of the 

West and the Far E&st. The former, -?s you may have seen,
J

stress chiaroscure (or the play of light and shadow) and so 

looks on the facts of nature as seen in open sunlight. But 

most of the latter, i.e . traditional ^ar Eastern landscape 

though sensitive to tonal variations and light, lay stress 

on the nuances of object silhouette, or edge forms of 

objects, which are not clearly visible in open sunlight.

So it is said that the Fsr Eastern teachers advised their 

novices to watch the facts of nature at the t me of twilight, 

morning or evening. There are modern Chinese and Japanese 

artists who paint the same landscape in the Vfestem way; they 

face the same facts but see a different configurations.
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Similarly most art students know that a linear or near-linear 

image of objects or object groups determine the surface 

values of the components (colour or texture) In a different 

’■«y than a chiaroscuro (or shadow-light) image; in the 

former a blul sky or a red shirt can be seen (or shown) 

in the same chroma and intensity all over while in the latter 

there cannot but be variations in these. Any exception to 

this contravenes, or alters, the original concept.

Naturally, each configuration has a logic of 

structure; not hard and hide-bound may be , but fairly 

distinct all the same. Through this a mature work of art 

establishes a total circuit comprising of a wsy of seeing, 

a kind of sensibility spectrum, a special range of 

techniques of express ion and various feed-backs. (This is 

comparable in a way to a mature musical t'ystem.) It can 

expand, it can absorb, it can change its character and 

moorings considerably if the whole circuit makes the necessary 

adjustments from urge to experience to language of expression, 

but if some detail drawn from an antipodal system is inserted 

into it, like a solid mountain peak into a diaphanous Chinese 

landscape;, it leads to discordance; it upsets the whole 

balance of the configuration Cl ike a wrong note or 1 besur' 

does in musical piece). It is true that one can think of 

a work that plays around with discordances, but here too 

(like in the various collages and combines of today) these 

settle down within an emergent configurational logic, some
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elements boosting the others and some others erasing or 

undermining them, in a kind of, to use Rabindranath's 

beautiful phrase, 'natural selection? of fosms. Whether 

this logic derives from rhythmic tor other value determinates

or from functional and technical concomitants, or all of 

these, is not something that we can go Into here in this 

short sitting. Probably all these are contributory to a

greater or lesser extent.

Is there any other significant point that I should

mention before I close today? There is one and this Is

related to the question of communication. All arts, as I

have mentioned already, can be considered to be a kind of

communication, if only from one part of the artist to
kv

another initially. Nov^may a si?, is the artist satisfied vtfch 

this private, closed-in dialogue? Or does he want to burst 

out of this capsule and reach out to o+hers as well? When 

we talk of a language this reaching out will always have 

special significance. And there are also certain arts like 

music or dancing or drama where this reaching out to an 

audience and the feedback is a primary necessity. You 

can imagine a musician sing, a dancer dance, an actor or 

dramatist rehearse his roles all along for his own 

enjoyment to start, with but what will he do in the long 

run without an 'audience' and that too a responsive one? His 

art is of the moment, of the time of performance, and so he 

cannot wait. Artists and writers too seek an audience, of

15
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people in their own image or nearly that , responsive to 

the extent possible to the various nuances of their work*

But if they do not have one in front of them they can 

afford to wait; you should bt able to recall instances 

of artists and writers, and I suppose even philosophers,

■who were not thought ranch of in their time, but shot into 

prominence later or found the audience they missed in their 

immediate vicinity in a placet further away. I cannot talk 

here about all the arts but I suppose I shsuld say a few words 

in the context of visual arts.

In a theoretical sense a sensitive artist can 

subsist and function all by himself in his private world, 

even if he is surrounded by apathetic and insensitive 

people, if he does not rule his isolation and lack of 

appreciation and reward. Btit certainly it is not the best

-
of situations. No art that grows like a lonely desert

V

flower in the midst of barrenness can survive in the long 

run, lea /e al Dne flourish; to do so it needs around it the 

presence of an art language (and ..so,a wide presence of art 

practice and connosseursh ip); this alone will nourish an 

artist's  total sensibility. And if he on his part can 

infiltra e into its various channels, as much as his 

talent would permit, it will n<tt only broaden the spectrum 

of his sensibility but enrich the environment as well. This 

is not to advise any artist to make any compromises, but 

only to spread himself out. This needs tio special exposi

tion here where you ha^e the glorious example of Rabindra

nath and Nandalal; they did not shut themsalves up In their



ivory-tewers, but applied themselves to various kinds of 

creative expression almost with a missionary zeal; and did 

they touch anything that they did not adorn?

We cannot exhaust the issues related to art 

language all in one short sitting. So let me close 

today by saying that an understanding of the art language 

will involve a study of art practice snd all that 1t 

implies in full breadth and depth, like an understanding 

of creative expression in any language will involve an 

understanding of its total hierarchy, ranging from simple 

conversation to the most sublime, complex and exacting 

compositions. This is not something that one can compress 

Into a short presentation like this.


